
Chapter11 

Democracy 

VSATQ 

Ans1: The elected representative or the people as a whole should…….. 

Ans2: Universal Adult Suffrage 

Ans3: Basic human rights and Universal Suffrage 

Ans4: Leaders keep changing in a democracy. This leads to instability. 

SATQ 

Ans1: According to Reinhold Neibuhr, democracy is necessary because man’s capacity for injustice 

makes democracy necessary. 

 Ans2: The term ‘free and fair election’ means that in an election every voter must be honestly 

counted, voters should vote freely without any kind of pressure from those in power, voter should 

have the right to choose freely from among those competing in the election and elections should be 

held regularly and be strictly impartial. 

Ans3: (i) Direct and representative democracy. 

  Direct democracy is a democracy where every citizen participates in the election of the 

leaders and can speak in the assembly and vote on all issues whereas representative democracy 

means a democracy where there is Universal Adult Franchise and people choose their 

representatives who govern their country on their behalf. 

(ii) Theocracy and absolute monarchy 

 Theocracy is the form of government which is made up of majority religion. Here civil laws are 

made to confirm to religious teachings. Whereas under absolute monarchy, the king is the 

government and his authority is unlimited. 

(iii) Dictatorship and constitutional monarchy  

 Dictatorship means absolute rule of one man. Under it, governments can totally disregard the 

general public and their problems. All benefits are enjoyed by those in power and people who 

support the rulers. Whereas constitutional monarchy is the form of government in which the king or 

the queen is a nominal head of a state and does not exercise real authority. People elect their 

representatives to the parliament and they govern on behalf of the monarch. 

LATQ 

Ans1: The essential features of democracy are: 

a. Elected representatives: Only the elected representatives should make the law and decide the 

policies of the government    



b. Free and fair election: The voters should be given freedom to vote freely and choose 

representatives. At the same time election should be held regularly and be strictly impartial. 

c. Universal Suffrage: Every Adult citizen who have attained the age of 18 should have the right to 

vote. 

d. Right to contest election: All adults who fulfil the conditions should be able to contest elections. 

e. Freedom of expression: Citizens should have the right to express their opinion without any fear 

and should be allowed to discuss the policies of the government. 

f. Freedom of information: Citizens should have the right to access to all information and seek 

information from all sources. 

g. Freedom to form associations: Citizens should have the right to join or quit any associations. 

h. Freedom to culture and religion: Democracy allows people to follow their own beliefs and faith. 

People can openly and freely follow any religion and speak their own language. 

i. Individual freedom: the government, in a democracy, does not impose any restriction on individual 

freedoms. 

J. Rule of law and respect for rights: The rule of law should prevail in the country and everyone 

should follow it.  

Ans2: Four arguments for Democracy are: 

a. A democratic government is a more accountable form of government.  

b. Democracy improves the quality of decision making.  

c. Democracy provides a method to deal with differences and conflicts. 

d. Democracy is better than other forms of government because it allows us to correct its own 

mistakes.  

Ans3: Six arguments against democracy are: 

a. Leaders keep changing in a democracy. This leads to instability. 

b. Democracy is all about political competition and power play. There is no scope for morality. 

c. So many people have to be consulted in a democracy that leads to delays. 

d. Elected leaders do not know the best interest of the people. It leads to bad decision. 

e. Democracy leads to corruption for it is based on electoral competition.  

f. Ordinary people don’t know what is good for them; they should not decide anything. 

  

   


